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Book V.

2° * The Demonstration that Sturmy gives us of this Theorem is only by Induction, in
the fame manner as in the preceding 7 heorems, thus : If there are three Terms , p, 8, 5,
whose Sum is 22, then is

than that of 2

27 (= 3 X 9)

2+ ~

Again ; —being

• 3>which is a greater Ratio

, he expresses it thus, 2 4 -

—- w: 3;

ff there are six Terms , 36: 35 : 52 : 27 : 20 : 11 ; their Sum is 161 ; and , 161 : aid

( — 6 X 3d) : 2 4 - ^ : 3 ; Or , as, 2
~
: 8 • So he goes on examining
more Cafes, taking at every Step double the number of Terms of the last Step ; and finds
that the Fraction adhering to 2 proceeds in a continued Geometrical Progression decrea¬
sing, thus, - — -V , — - , 7; -kr
: the first part decreasing in the. Ratio of
D2
'
18 4
72 8
288
ta
2 to 1, and the other in the Ratio of 4 to x ; whence he concludes the Argument in the.
lime manner as in Theorem X ; to which is applicable the fame Observation I made
upon that.
Observe: As to this last Method of proposing the Theorem., That it is accommodated to
a particular Use which Sturmy makes of it in Geometry : The Reason I chose the other
Way being, That in this Shape I found the direct Demonstration I have given of it.
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W HAT
a

is
, Notation
; what
a

Decimal
Fradion
and
its
also
DecU
malis, with
the whole
Operations
about
Determinate
Decimals,Circulating
has all been
al¬
ready taught : But, that the whole Doctrine of Infinite Decimals may be found
here together, some of these Definitions must be repeated.

D E F I NIT

I 0 NS.

I . A Decimal Fraction may be call’d Finite or Determinate , when it has certain and
determinate Numbers for its Numerator and Denominator ; i . e. when the Numerator
and Denominator have each a certain limited Number of Figures , as, . z — —2-

II . A Decimal Fraction may be call’d Infinite or" Indeterminate when the Number of
is Indeterminate, and encreafing without End ; whereby' the Numerator and Deno¬
minator are conceiv’d to be themselves infinitely great. So in this Ex a.347
.
f£ c. if we
suppose that there ought to be more and more Figures, in infinitum, annex’d to the right
hand of those here set down, thereby encreafing both Numerator and Denominator infi¬
nitely, or without end, we do hereby form the Idea of an Infinite and Indeterminate Deeh
mal.
. .
.
III. Infinite Decimals are of two kinds, which we may distinguish by the General Lenom’mations of Certain and Insert am}
Places
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A Certain Infinite Decimal is such whose Numerator runs into Infinity by a continual
'repetition of one or more Figures ; as in these Examples, .44, &c. .033 , &c. .455 , <kc.
wherein the fame Figures, 4, 3, <5 is constantly repeated : Also . 3^63^ 6, Le. where 356
is repeated ; and . C723 6464, &c. where 64 are constantly repeated. Such Decimals are also
particularly call’d Repeating or Circulating Decimals, from this continual repetition or
circulation of the fame Figures in the Numerator . Observe also, that the Figure or Fi¬
gures repeated may very conveniently and properly be call’d the Repetend.
Incertain Decimals are such whose Numerator goes on for ever without a constant cir¬
culation of Figures.
'
T

SCHOLI

UMS.

Ift. The essential Difference betwixt these two hinds of Infinite Decimals is this ; that the
Certain have a determinate, finite, and certain Value ; i . e. that there is a certain deter¬
minate Vulgar Fraction, which expresses the true and compleat Value of that Infinite De¬
cimal fas shall be demonstrated) whereas the Inceriaitt have no such finite and assignable
Value : And this is the reason of these Names.
Now ’tis owing to this Certain finite Value of a Circulating Decimal that they occur
in Practice ; for they are no other thing than the Result or Effect of reducing some Vulgar
Fraction to a Decimal : Or if they are brought into a Question by meer Supposition, yet
they are reducible to a Vulgar finite FraQion ; as all Vulgar Fractions are reducible into a
Decimal, either Finite or Circulating ( as will be explain’d afterwards). It is this Proper¬
ty also which makes these Decimals, tho' they cannot be limited in that Decimal form,
capable of such management in Practice, as that no Error can happen from the impossibi¬
lity of finishing and determining it in form.
2d. As to the Incertain Decimals, observe, that tho’ they have no determinate value, yet
their value is not Infinite ; for notwithstanding it encreases without end, yet (as shall be
shewn) they are so limited in general, as that tho’the whole Infinity could be actually ex¬
hausted, yet the value of the Fraction cannot exceed some finite assignable Fraction, as on
the other hand it cannot come short of some such Fraction ; wherefore we may justly say,
they have a finite, tho’ not an assignable value ; for if their value were assignable, they
would circulate Contrary to Supposition. But then also observe, that because their value is
not assignable, there is no possibility of supplying their Defects perfectly, so that we must
be content to do it nearly, or by way of Approximation.
Again observe, that tho’ no Incertain Decimal can ever arise from any finite assign’d
Fraction , yet they are not all so imaginary, but that they do in some manner, and in some
Cases, necessarily occur in Practice c£ Arithmetics . ,• as in the Extraction cf Surd

Roors.
Also, sometimes where we might have a Circulating Decimal, it maybe convenient to
take it imperfect ; as when in the reduction of a Vulgar Fraction to a Decimal, the Divi¬
sion has gone far on without coming to a Circulation ; then we may chuse to take it with a
convenient number of Places, and consider it as Incertain.
The last Remark I make here is, That Tome Decimals are Incertain as to their value
because they do not circulate ; yet, in another respect, they maybe said to be Certain ; for
we may conceive a Numerator consisting of certain known Figures, succeeding one another
in a certain order for ever, yet so as there be no Circulation . Exa. 34.
344 344^, Qc.
supposing that after 3 you have 4 repeated once more than in the preceding Step; or this*
- 34 345 3456, &c. beginning still at 3, and after it taking the natural series, in’order to
one place more in every step. But now, tho’ such Decimals should in any Case occur
(which yet seem to be rneerly imaginary) this Certainty of the Figures of the Numerator
does not make the Value certain ; and so we know no better how to manage them than if
O 00 2
there
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there were no such Certainty. dgain; As to these Incertain Decimals which express
Surd Roots , tho’ they are not always ot this hind , (and 1 don ’t know if any cf them was
ever found to be so, or if they can be) yet they have a Certainty of another kind, winch
is, that the Progress of the Fraction depends upon a certain Law or Rule , whereby the
Extraction is perform’d ( as has been explain’d in its place) ; And , because of this, they
are not purely imaginary and supposititious, yet, as to the Practice, they have no more Ac¬
curacy than the rest, except in the Cafe of raising them to the Reciprocal Power express’d
by the Denominator of the Root , when ’tis known of what Number they express the Root,
and in some Comparisons of them among themselves; but then these Comparisons are
manag’d not by means of the Decimal Expressions, but of the Powers themselves with
°
their Surd or Radical Indexes ; as explain’d in Book III.
IV . Circulating.Derimass (ot Circulates, as they may be conveniently call’d ) arc diilinguilh’d into pure and Mix d. x Q- Pure, when there are no significant Figures in the
Numerator , but what .belong to the Repetend ; i. e. when there' are. no Figures, or
tit,
.
none but o’s, betwixt the Point and the Repetend ,• as, . 3454 tic, OC44
,0460468c , . 003038c.
2° * Mix ’d, when there are significant Figures betwixt the Point and the Repetend;
as, . 3448c , . 304848 8c , . 0467272 8c . Which I call Mix 'd because they consist of
two parts, a Fvrile and a Circulate. So the first Ex a. is plainly the Sum of these,
. 3 -p . 044 tic, the second is . 30 -j- . 0048 48 tic, the third is . 046 4 00072 72 tic.
And here also Observe, that as Decimals are more generally distingnillfd into Simple
and Mix ’d, so , when we name a mix'd Decimal, it signifies a Decimal with an Integer;
but a mix’d Circulate more strictly regards only the Decimal part : Yet, to avoid too many
Distinctions, when a whole Number is join ’d with a Circulate, whether pure ot. mix’d,
this, 46 . 33 8c . or this, 238 .0044 8c . And as any
;
we may call it a mixed Circulate as
Integer may be reduced to a Fractional Expression with a Decimal Denominator, so the
finite part of all mix’d Circulates may be expresi’d fractionally, by taking for Numerator all
the Figures as they stand, from the highest place of the Integral part to the.Repetend , and
for the Numerator, 1 with as many o’s as.there are Places betwixt the Point and the Repe¬
. 032 tic. also, 374 .235858 tic. —4^ 3 -{-.0058 tie.
tend,thus,36 .032 328c . — ^4?
which in the proper Decimal form are 374 .23 - P .0058 tic. for tho’ 374 .23 has, in this
fonn , the Integral and Fractional Parts distinguish’d, yet they express decimally an Improper
Fraction , when all the Figures, neglecting the Point, are made Numerator ; a§ has been
explain’d in its place.
V . Circulates whose Rcpetends consist of 'the fame number of ‘Figures, and begin also
at the fame place after the Point, may he calld Like ot Similar Circulates, whether they
8c.
be both pure cr mix'd, or one pure, and the other mix' d: 80 these are Similar,33.
and .77 tic, and .these, 2 .3456 568c - . 004242 8c,
8 C H O L I U. M S» ,

i . If the Repetend be twice written down with an 8c . after it,this will clearly ihew that
there isa repetition , and what the Repetend is : But this we may do more conveniently,
by setting a Point over the first and last Figure of the Repetend once written down :
Thus instead of . 033 8c . write . 03 ; And for . 4 376 376 8c . write . 4 376' ; and so of
ethers.
Again;
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2d. Because of the different Views in which a Circulate may be taken, ’twill be
convenient to call the Ilepctend which is absolutely the first in any Circulate , The Given,
Repetend ; so here . 3434 8c . 34 is the Given Repetend . But as the fame Fraction
may. be considers! in another view, vi%. as a tnix’d Circulate equal to .4 -f~ *c4v (as
you'll find presently cxphin ’iU so the Repetend it has in this view may be cail’d for di¬
stinction the New Repetend: Also the Finite Part preceding the Given Repetend is the
Given Finite Part , and that preceding the New Repetend k the New Finite Part.

The Circulation of a Decimal may begin in the Integral part ; as, 3. 3 or 4. 23, cr
34,037 1 Now if there are no Figures but what belong to the Repetend , it's in that reipect
a pure Circulate : But as we have limited, that Name to the Fractional Part by it self, we
ihall leave this other kind of Circulate to the Class of tnix’d Circulates , as a particular
Species of it ; so that we must reckon the first Period of the Repetend , as it belongs to tile
Fractional part, to be that which begins first after the Point , thus, 4. 23 — 4. 23423,;
or rather 4 . 234 ; fee Tbeor. 3.
~d:

THEOREM

1.

Any Finite Decimal may be considerd as Infinite, by annexing c’s without end on the
right hand of the Numerator, making - o the Repetend ; thus-, . 34 — . 3400,8c . or
.240.
Demon. The Numerator and Denominator of the Given Fraction being equally
multiply’J by the o’s join ’d in infinitmi, the value of the Fraction is still the some.

T H E O R E M 2.
Any Pure Circulate may be consider’d as Mix ’d, and keep still the fame Repetend ; by
taking the given Repetend once or ofmer written down for a Finite Part ; and con¬
sidering the fame Repetend as circulating after that for the Infinite Part ; thus,
. 34 = . 34 + .0034 — . 3434 4 - 000034..
Demon.
The
Reason is obvious, since as far as an Infinite Fraction is continued,
so far the Value is finite and .determinate ; and the remaining partis still infinite, tho’cf
a Ids value than the given Infinite, because of what’s determin’d .and taken away.

THEORE

M

3.

If any Circulate has a Repetend of mere than one Figure , it may be transform’d"into
auotlier Circulate having a Repetend of the fame number of Figures, and also the fame
Figures, but in another order, i. e. by beginning anew Repetend from any Figure after
the first of the given Repetend ; and that taken either in the first or second, or any other
Period of the given Repetend , leaving all the Figures on the left of this new R epetend
to the Finite part ; whereby if the given Circulate was pure, it will in some cafes become
mix’d or
;
if it was mix ’d, the Finite part becomes always greater, and the infinite less ;

343 = *34 34 ; -4567 — .43073 = . 436736736, .0042 = . 00420
004200.
Demon.
In the first Example, since 34 is soppos’d to he repeated for ever, if, ,3 ;s
taken away, there must remain . 04 3 ; or, if 34 is taken away, there remains’. 034 ;
Since 3 iucceeds and 4 succeeds 3 for ever. The fame Reason is obvious in every
Case;,* which you 11 also find afterwards further confirm’d.
COROLLV
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COROLL . Any Circulate may be transformed into another, whose Repetend begins
after the given Finite Part.

at any distance

Schol

. If the Repetend of a pure Circulate has o’s in the first places , on the left hand;

then , whether it begins immediately after the Point, or have o’s betwixt it and the Point,
it ’s manifest that the changing of the Repetend , in the manner here explain’d,will not make
it a Mix d Circulate, if the new Repetend begins at the first significant Figure , or at any
of these o’s, in the first Period of the given Repetend ; but if it begin at any Figure after
the first significant Figure of the first Period , or at any Figure in any of the other Periods,
it will be a Mix ’d Circulate ; thus, . 0046 = . 00460 (a Pure Circulate) —004600
.

(a Pure Circulate) — 0046004
.
fa Mix ’d Circulate ) .
In any other kind of Pure Circulates a new Repetend will certainly make it a Mix d
■Circulate.
THEOREM

4.

Any Circulate may be transforms into another having a greater Repetend , z. e. one
having more Places ; by taking the given Repetend , or any of equal number of Places
into which it is transform'd by the last, as oft as we please, and considering all that as a

New Repetend , thus, . 4 — . 44 — . 444 ;

Also . 042 — . 04242 ; And . 0364

= . 0364364 = . 036436436
The Reason of this is obvious.
Observe ; When we speak of the Repetend of a Circulate without distinction, it’s al¬
ways to be understood of the least Repetend.
THEOREM

5.

Any two or more Circulates may be made Similar, by making all the Repetends begin
where that one of them begins which stands farthest from the Point ( by the Method explain'd in Tbeor. 3 , and Coral!) And , to make them end together, let each of them
have as many Places as the number of Units express’d by the least common Multiple of the
several Numbers of Places in all the given Repetends ( and, to find that least common
Multiple, fee Probl. 5 , Ch. 1, B. 5.) So, in both the annex’d Examples, that least com¬
mon Multiple is 6.
Demon.
The Reason of that Part concern¬
ing the Beginning of the new Repetends is plain
Ex . 1. . 436 = . 43636363'
from Theor. 3. And as to their ending together,
.047 — . 04777777
it's plain, that if they are all repeated so oft as that
the number of Places taken in each is a common
.29341 = - 29341341
Multiple of the several numbers of Places in each
given
Repetend ; Then , ?s that may be all taken
•Ex. 2.
. 4267 =
. 426777777
for a new Repetend , (by Tbeor. 4.) so it will make
4 . 932 = 4 . 932323232
them all end together, and be consequently Similar.
And, lastly, the Reason why we take their least
26 . 328 — '26. 328328328
common Multiple, is to have the Expression as
short and neat as possible. .

THEO-
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THEOREM

6.

Every Circulate has a finite assignable Value, thus :
Part 1 st. If it’s a Pure Circulate , it’s equal to a Vulgar Fraction whose Numerator is
the Repetend , and its Denominator x Number express’d by as many p’s as there are Places
in the Repetend , with as many o’s on the right hand as there are o’s betwixt the Point and
Repetend,
- 372,
00572
— - J-~~
’
99900
E ™- CO- 3 = \ 2d ( ) . 04 == ^ (3J) - 45 = *%(4 rI0
0046 cr 46
(5 th) . OO40
9999
9999
Universally. Let R express the Repetend , and a the number of 0’? betwixt the Point
and Repetend , the Sum is —
or —
'r ~a ( [Ca expressing that power of 10 whose
Index is a.)
Part 2<1. If it’s a Mix 'd Circulate , find the Sum of the Circulating Part , and add it
to the Finite Part : which total Sum being express’d all together as a simple Fraction , will"
have fir Denominator that of the Finite Value of the Circulating Part ; and for Numera¬
tor the Sum of these two Numbers, vi%. the Repetend , and the Product of the Numerator ,
of the Finite Part (express’d fractionally) by the fame Denominator , without the c ’s, if any
belong to it; 1. e. by a Number of ps as many as there are Places, in the Repetend.
46 X P a -l oHv
/
4 _ 46o X 9? i- 27
Ex a. 1)(
(2d ) 46. C.
■467
027990
—
3_X 99 4 - V(3d ) 8. 327461 _
" ^
999000
" ' ' '
99
Universally. Let A be the Numerator of the Finite Part, and 10* its Denominator, the

“W

?

3 FiCrhs

; <»UngiJ= ^ X?«:c. + Æ,

And Observe1 That as the multiplying by 9 (3c. isa very easy Operation , [ See Cafe 6, .
h 2d, Ch. 5 , E 1.] so the Multiplication , and Addition of R to the Product, may be done all
.at once very easily, thus : Subtract the first right-hand Figure of the Numerator A from the
first of the Repetend R and
;
so on in Order thus ; In the preceding Exa. 1 , the Opera¬

tion is 6 from 3 I cannot take, but from 13, and 7 remains ; thfn 5 from 6, and 1 remains ; lastly, 0 from 4, and 4remains ; and the result-is 417 — 46 XP 4 * 3. In Ex. od
it is 7 — 0 -tAE, 7. 12 — 66,= . 10 — 5 = 5‘ 6 ~ 1 = 5. 4 — 0 — 4. the re¬
sult being '4 °; 367 ce460 X99 -f - 27. In Exa. 3d it is 11 _ .7 — 4. 6 — 3 — 3.
4 — 3 — n . • "17 w—8 — 9. ’2 ——
’11
•83 — 0 4= 83. the result beiisg 83151134=
— 8327 X 999 461
+
. Iiv Exam. 4th it is 6 — 3 — 3. 34 — 0 — 34.. making
343 — 3 X 99 fi- - ctd. But had this last Example been 9. 46, it were' 16 ■
— 9 — 7.
94 — x= 93, making 937 — 9 X 994’- - 46. Thdfe Ekarfiples sufficiently illustrate the
Practice. Arid, to makt it clearer, do theseE -xampies'at large ; first tiiukipiying by p &c.
by the Method of the Rule refer’d' to, then ;addjd^ ^B^ petend, . . .
I) e>m o -N. For the First Part. Every ^ure Circulate is, from the nature of a De¬
cimal Fraction', &' Series oFtJecrbafirit' Fractions whose Numerators: are all the same, viz.
the given Repetend , and their Denominators are a Geometrical Series cncreasingi.i the
constant Ratio express’d by 1, with as many o’s as (i . e. whose Ratio is a Power ot 10, ha¬
ving for its Index) the number of Places in the Repetend (taking here the Ratio as the
-fi¬ ~2_ I_ 7_
Quote ofthe 'greater Term divided by the lesser) thus, . 33 (£c. —
-

0c.

;C: | >.! ; ; ! ,

le

the Ratih of the Denominators being x. :..XD; Also . 0024646, &c.

100

.

'

1000

46
X00000 H+

4 ’> ■
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4?2
4r>

6c.

the Ratio of the Denominators being x : ioo . Again;
4
4 rr 6c . But Fractions having acorn~10000
~ ~f— 6c . or 100
0104 6c . = too -f- 10000
men Numerator arc in the Ratio of their Denominators reciprocally; wherefore the
several T erms or Finite Decimals, of which a Circulate is compos'd, make an Infinite decreasing Geometrical Series, whose common Ratio is the Ratio of their Denominators,
which may be express’d universally ic m, supposing as many o’s as the Repetend has Fi¬
gures, or tn to be equal to the number of Places in the Repetend . Again : Let R repre¬
sent the Repetend or common Numerator of this Series of Fractions, and io n the Deno¬
I 0000000

minator of the first Fraction, which therefore is io « ■ then, by the Rules of Infinite Se.
.. R
t ics, the Sum is' p -. -J- icjm X io >« — 1 [ for 7 being the greatest I X I 1, and r the Ratio,
R
X I0"!, the Multiplier io ™being
in the Dividend
— ,] .
the Sum is rl 4- - r Now
the Ratio , it ’s manifest it cannot have more Places than 10", the Denominator of the
greatest Extreme ; but it may have fewer, or the fame Number . If it have the same,
i.

e.

if n —

m,

then is

if n is greater than
;
X io « (or 12") =R but

tn,

his evident

that io " must have as many more o"s as the number of o’s from the Point to the Repetend.
— - ( n—m exTherefore in this Cafe the Product --10 « 1- ic mmay be simply express’d —
12 " — m v
pressing the number of o’s from the Point to the Repetend ).

And if we take a — n — m

it is — . Then for the Divisor io m—j , it's plainly — ? 6c . taking as many ?’s as there
X0J
10 — 1 = ? ; 100 — I — ?? , and so on). From all which it is
(
are o’s in 1C”1for
dear , that the Sum is universally^

if there is no o betwixt the Point and Repetend;

^
a, the Sum is
io <its Denoand
,
Part
Finite
the
of
Numerator
the
express
A
For the 26 Part ; Let
AK
minator, which Part is therefore y — ; then the Circulating Part being 9Tn__
10* ',
X the
c& . L
B
Ax 9 &c. 4 - R _
R
. , which by due reduction is
Sum is
4~
&
c.
9
. xlO a
&
?
C
J
I0
1 98c C. X 10
10 “
^0
&c*~t~
9
(taking B—A x
COROLLARIES.
X. If the Repetend of any Circulate is 9, the Value or Sum of that Se¬
but if there is, then the Number of them being =

ries is an U .iit of the Place next that Repetend on the left hand, so, .9 = 1, 0. ? = . 1
.co ? = . 01, and

so

on.

=:
The Reason is plain from the Theorem ,- for .9 1,
9I

9
—
.09 ——
100
10 , .00? "?oo
90
'
2. If a Mix dCirculate is such that it has no other Figures than what belong to the
Repetend , which therefore begins in some Integral Place, it’s turn'd into a Vulgar
Fraction by making the Denominator as many Places of 9 's as the Repetend has Places;
and the Numerator is that Repetend with as manyo’s on the right as there are Imegral
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_
4420.
34200,
Places in the given Circulate : So, 3 .4 = 34 ?. 34- J34r
343 -4 —
and so on. The Reason is plain ; for if in any of these Examples you suppose the Point!
set on the Left of all the Figures, it becomes a Pure Circulate , whose Finite Value has
for its Numerator the Repetend , and as many 9’s for its Denominator : Wherefore if the
Point is set forward where it was at first, that removing it forward is in effect multiplying
it by 1 with as many o’s as the number of Places on the Left of the Point in the given
Position • so that as many o’s must be set on the Right hand of the Repetend , to make the
Numerator of the Finite Fraction sought.
id. If the Denominator of a Vulgar Fraction consists of 9’s, or 9’s with o’s on the
right hand, the Numerator not having more Figures than the p’s in the Denominator,
(after equal o’s are taken away from Numerator and Denominator) that Fraction resolves
into a Fart -Circulate, whose Repetend is the Numerator , with as many o’s on the left as
the difference of the number of Places in the Numerator , and 9’s in the Denominator;
betwixt which Repetend and the Point there must be set as many o’s as stand after the p’s
in the Denominator ; so that if the Denominator is 9 &c. without o’s, the Repetend be¬
gins immediately after the Point.
=

* 54 5

( 2.) | |

--

- 026 ;

(4 .) — — — = .0006567 ; ( 5-)

( 3.)

=

-

. 0032;

- - — .063;

The Truth of this Corollary appears from its being plainly the Reverse of the Theorem ;
for such Circulates being form’d, as here directed, their Finite Value will, by the Theo¬
rem, necessarily become the suppos’d Fraction.
4th. Suppose a Vulgar Fraction as in the last, but let its Numerator have more Pla¬
ces than the 9’s in the Denominator ; that Fraction will be a Mix d Circulate : More par¬
ticularly if the Figures which the Numerator has more ( on the right hand) than the number
of 9’s in the Denominator, be any of them a significant Figure, or other than 0, the Circulate
must be sought by actual Division : But if these Figures be all o’s, the Circulate has no

other Figures but what belong to the Repetend , which begins in some Integral place :
And, to find this Circulate , suppose these o’s last mention’d to be taken away, then it be¬
comes an Example of Coroll. 3 ; by which find its Circulate, and multiply this by 1 with
as many o’s as were taken away, i. e. remove the Point as many places to the right hand.

- ---- o ' U
(2)

24OOO

§>99

gives 24.6)

3- 4
•

( for

=

*

24 -0 •

24. 0 ( for
24000
( 3.) 99

. 34 ; and this multiply’d by 10 is 3. 4
*

— . 240 ; wwich multiply’d by 100j

242. 4

Scholiums.
(1 .) If the Numerator of a Vulgar Fraction consist of the fame Figures compleatiy re¬
peated, rhe Denominator having as many 9’s as the Figures in the Numerator, ' that
Fraction is the same as if it had but one Period of the Figures repeated , for its Numera¬
tor, and as many 9’s for its Denominator, ( with the o’s belonging to the given Denomina¬
tor, if there were any) thus , cLL64 __ £4 For by Co--. :>-H ?4
, 2424 = 24 = £4
' 99 99
99 ’
}
v 99 99
99
Or thus ; 24 : 99 : : 2400 : 9902 ; therefore 24 : 99 : : 24 24 : 9999, from the
Property of Proportionals. Hence ~
And
— 2i_
This is plain

fom«h. «b«

93

9999

P PP

99990 990

Where-
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Wherefore , if such a Fraction occurs, reduce it first to the Cafe of Corel and by that
find the Circulate fought. _
(2d.) If a Vulgar Fraction has a Repeating Numerator, , the Repetend bavin

Places as the 9 s in the Denominator ; or with someo’s after so many places in all the
Periods of the Repetend ; or in them all but the last on the right ; that Fraction is Equal
to the Sum of two or mere others, each of which will turn to a Circulate by the Rules of
CorolJ. zd and 4th , whose Sum is therefore the Circulate sought. Thus,
32
3 .:
__ 32£ + '42
32 .32, +
(Exa. 2,)
= 1S0030 f 25o
99
99
~
99
99
99
' 99
4500

232^.25, + 2. 5 - <Z)

f_

990 \

4VA , 4I _ ; ;

,

-

99 }
990
4t » " -045
5th. From this Tbeorem we also learn, that no Surd Root can possibly be a Circulate ■
for Surds have no finite assignable Value, as has been demonstrated in its place, but Circu¬
lates have : Wherefore all Surds are necdiarily Infinite Decimals of the Incertam
Kind.

THEOREM

7.

Every Vulgar ( finite) Fraction is reducible either to a Determinate Decimal, or to a
Circulate.
Demon.
In
the reduction of a Vulgar to a Decimal Fraction, after a Decimal
Point in the Quote, we set as many o’s, less by 1, as are necessary to make the Numerator
equal at least to the Denominator ; and then the division begins, by which the Numerator
of the Decimal is found ; the Operation being continued by setting o’s to the Remainders
successively
, and at every Step finding a new Figure in the Quote : But now in Division,
how great soever the Dividend be, or however many Figures the Quote contains, the Re*
mainder must always be less than the Divisor : Therefore we can never make so many
Steps in this Division as the Divisor expresses
, till either we find0 remaining, or two Re¬
mainders the fame : For otherwise it would follow, that there are as many Numbers less
than the Divisor as the Divisor it self expresses; which is manifestly absurd. Now in the
reduction of a Vulgar Fraction, if the Division comes to o Remainder , the Decimal is
plainly determin’d : But if two Remainders in the Work are found equal, then ’tis certain
there must be a Circulation ; for the Work will go on for ever, as it has done before be¬
twixt these two equal Remainders , because the Figure to be prefixd in the next Step is o,
which was also prefix’d to that preceding, and must be to all the succeeding.
ScHO

HUMS.

I . If it happens that there is a Remainder equal to the Given Numerator ; then it’s
plain that all the Figures already set in the Quote will continually circulate, and so be the
Repetend , having the same number of Places as that Repetend would have, which would
be found byrnarrying on the Division till two Remainders are found equal ; for it’s plain
rhat this would happen after you have made as many more Steps in the Work as the num¬
ber of o’s which make the Numerator equal-to the Denominator ; as the annex’d Exam¬
ple ihews.
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Again ; If a Remainder occurs equal to the Nume¬
21 — .24761- (— . 04761504) rator with any o’s on the right, then also you have
already the Repetend , which is all the Figures set in
Operation.
the Quote after the Point , excluding as many o’s next
21) 10304761524
(.
the Point as are in number equal to these o’s on the
84
right of this Remainder . The Reason is manifest.
163
2d. If an Improper Fraction is given, it will also
resolve into an Improper Decimal, either Determinate
or Circulate ; the fractional part being the Resolution
of the fractional part of the given Improper Fraction,
and the integral part the same in both.
190
189
100

J4

16

C O R O L L . The Repetend in any Circulate
can never have more Places of Figures than the Num¬
ber express’d by the Denominator, less by 1, of that
Vulgar Fraction in its least Terms , which is equal in
value to the Circulate ; j . e. which , being reduced,
will turn into it : But it may have fewer, as one

Example strews, thus ; ~ 538461
— .
; And this is limited to a Vulgar Fraction in its
least Terms , because it’s plain that the fame Fraction, in whatever Terms , being the fame
or equivalent Quote, must reduce into the very fame Decimal, and consequently if it’s a
Circulate, the Repetend must be limited by the Denominator of that Fraction in its least
Terms .
5
THEOREM

8;

Part I. If the Denominator of a Vulgar Fraction , in its lowest Terms , has in its com¬
position no Primes but 2 or 5, that Fraction will reduce into a Determinate Decimal,
whose Denominator is 1 with as many o’s as are express'd by the Index of the highest
Power of 2 or 5 (whichever of them has the highest) in the composition of the given De¬

nominator.
a.

=

.075 , whose Denominator is ioco ; and 40 — 2 X 2 '/ 2 X 5 I & that
2 has the highest Power in the composition of 40, its Index being 3, the number of o’s
in looo.
Ex

Demon*

Let the Vulgar Fraction be

AT

then because D has in it no Prime but

2 and 5, it may be thus represented ; Z) = 2» x 5" (n,m being either equal or different)
N
that the Fraction is
Now suppose, according to the Rule of reducing a VuL
2» X 5"
gar to a Decimal, that N is multiply’d by some Decimal Denominator , or Power of 10,
thus, N % io r ; if this Index r is less than n or m, then 2" X 5mcannot measure
ior (Theor. 10, Ch. i .) ; But ifr is equal to n or m, whichever of them is the
greater, Then 2n 5™must measure -Vx io r ; for io r = 2r X 5r ? wherefore ior is the
so

Denominator of a Decimal equal to ff. .
Ppp

2

Part
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Farl II . If the Denominator D of

a Vulgar Fraction —, in its

least

Terms , is any

other Prime , or has in its composition any other Prime than 2 or V (tho’it has these also)
that Fraction must resolve into a Circulate . And, the number of o’s neceflary to finiih the
Reduction, and discover the first Period of the Repetend , is equal to the number of Places
in the Denominator of the finite Value of that Circulate, taken in the Expression of
Th . or. 6.
66

8c . or. 6

The Denominator has in it no Prime which is in the composition of
Demo n .
the Numerator ( because the Fraction is in lowest Terms ) and it has some Prime other
which is therefore in no Power of 10, wherefore it cannot measure the Pro¬
than 2 or
duct of that Numerator by any Power of 10 [ Tbcor. 10, Cb. I .] and so cannot make a
Determinate Decimal, consequently must turn into a Circulate [Tbeor. 7.]
Again;
— by Thi'cr. 6, Fart ad ; in which 9 Qc. hath as
—3 .7
<->
9 esc- X
many Places as the Repetend of the Circulate, and 10s as many as (i. e . a is equal to)
the number of Places betwixt the Point and Repetend : Wherefore his plain that the
X I0 a are precisely as many as the o’s ' used in order to
1 laces of this Denominator
finiih the first Repetend ; Because for every such 0 there is some Figure placed in the Quote
after the Point.
S c H o l . If a Fraction is not in its least Terms , and the Denominator have in it
Primes neither 2 nor. 5 ; yet if the fame Primes, in the fame or a greater Power, be also
in the Numerator ; Then , because these Primes are out of the Denominator when the
Fraction is reduced to least Terms , the Fraction becomes a finite Decimal. Also if any
is net, or is in a lower degree, in the Nume¬
Prime in the Denominator, not 2 nor
rator, that Fraction becomes a Circulate ; because, being in lowest Terms , such Primes
ate all out; of the .Numerator*

LEMM

A.

Let O be any Number in whose composition there is neither 2 nor 5 ; I lay, there is
some Number express’d by p’s, as, p , pp, ppp , 8r . which isa Multiple of D ; i -e. take
the least Number of p’s, which, wtitten one after another, makes a Number not less than
D (which will neceflarily consist of as many Places of p’s as there are Places in D) ; divide
that by Z), and.to the remainder prefixp, and then again divide ; go so on, to every re¬
mainder prefixingp, and dividing by D, there will at last be no remainder ; so that the pa
used, written one after another, is a Multiple of Z).
Exa . 3X7
Demo

n.

=

21, and 999999 — 21 ~

-jj is a Fraction in its

least

47619

Terms ; and D having neither 2 nor 5 in

its composition, this Fraction must reduce to a Circulate \Theor. 8.] whose finite value;

— — wherefore these are : : /, 1 :B : : D : p £?r.
or —
according to Tbsor, 6, is
p tSf. X 10
9f.
'
0 PC
or p 0 c. X io a ; hut 1 measuresB, therefore D must measurep Uc. or 9r@ , X I0J . If it’s
the first Cafe, the thing propos’d is prov’d.; if it’s the other; then, because. io d has no
Primes but 2, 5, D, which has neither 2 nor 5, is Prime to I0 a, and consequently it must
measurep Vr. [_Th : or. 6, C' b. 1 .]

COROL-
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COROLLARIES.
ist. IF we take a Number cf 9’s written successively one after another, and whose Num¬
ber is a Multiple of the least Number of that kind which D measures, D will also measure,
that assumed Number.
D measure 99, it will also measure 9999 or 999999,
Ex a. If
id. If a NumberD has neither 2 nor 5 in its composition, then there is some Number
express’d by a Number of 3’s written successively one after another, as, 3, 33 , 333 , gc.
is a Multiple of Z) ; Forand also a Number express’d by i ’s, as, 1, 11, 111,which
either D has in its composition some Power of 3, or not : If it has not, then take
Prime to one another,
§>,
99 8cc. — 9 X 11 &c- a Multiple of D ; and because D, are
but Z) measures 95?&c. — 9 )< 11 8ec. consequently D measures 11 &c. And hence again
it must measure 33 &c. = 3 X 1 1 &c- Again ; If D has any Power of 3, let £ >= 3" X a
And if we take 3”+ 2 X a, this measures some Number 99 Sec. = 31 X i l &c. And di¬
viding them equally by 3% it follows that 3" % a measures n &c. and therefore also it
must measure 3 X 11 &c* — 33 c.&

9.

THEOREM

IF a proper Fraction in its least Terms has a Denominator which is not measurable by 2
nor 5, it will reduce into a Pure Circulate whose Repetend begins immediately after the
Point , and has as many Places as the least Number of 9 's, which written one after another
is a Multiple of the Denominator ; which is also the number of o’s necessary to be used, in.
order to find or bring out the first Period of the Repetend.

; and 999999 is the

— —.
Ex .'t. 238095

least

Number cf 9’s which is a Multiple

of 21.

JV
Demon.

being

the given Vulgar Fraction , B measures some Number 9980c.

this kind that D measures, take
A,
must measure
99
it,
unmuic
since. iD/ measures
j. v muu
.. . N
yyu Sec.
uiuraiu
unu
inui
v , then
these : : I, D : 99 Sec. : : N : R;
therefore R is an Integer ; for else Ax q ( q being an Integer, the Quote of R ~ K -j
1
of two Integers, a Mixd Number, which,is
would be a Mis ’d Number , i . c . the1Product
R
AT
But by Carol. 3 , Th car. 6,
~ — —
impossible. Again ; D : N : : 99 Sec. : R, and

( per Lem .) And, supposing 99 c& . the least Number of

R
t0 a Pure Circulate whose Repetend . begins immediately after the Point,
99 &c ’*3
and is R with as many o 's on the left as the difference of the number of places in R gird
99Sec, so that it has as many Places as this 99 Sec. whence the number of o’s necessary in
the reduction to find!: the first Period of the Repetend is plainly equal to that number of 9 ’s.
Nor can this Repetend possibly contain in it a lesser Repetend beginning immediately after
the Point ; for supposing that lesser Repetend to be A,, and the Denominator 9 Sec. then is
E— — —— ( SccrScbol. 1 , Tbeor . 6.) and N , D being incommensurable, Z5
9 Sec. v '
99 Sec.
L>
measures 9 Sec, which having fewer 9 ’s than the other 99 Sec. this other is not the least
which D measures , contrary to Supposition : Wherefore 99 Sec. the least number of 9 ’s
that is a Multiple of D, is the number of Places in the least Repetend of a Pure Circulate

.. . N
which -j. resolves : which

is also the least number of o’s necessaryi;i the reduction to
Repetend.
the
of
Period
first
the
finish
Schot.

to
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S c h OX. 'IF an Improper Vulgar Fraction is given, takeout the Integral Part, and
the Theorem applies to the remaining Fraction : Or that Improper Vulgar becomes an Im¬
proper Decimal orMixt Circulate , whose Fractional Part, taken by it selfj is a Pure Circu¬
late : So that every Vulgar Fraction ( proper or improper ) whose Denominator is not
mcasiirable by 2 nor 5, becomes a Circulate whose Repetend begins immediately after the
Point.

THEOREM
If

the Denominator of a Vulgar Fraction

io.
in

its lowest

Terms , has in its compost!an

any Powers of 2 or 5 with other Primes, take out all these Powers of 2 and 5, and take
the Result or Product of all the remaining Primes, i. e. divide D by 2 and 5 as oft as pos¬
sible without a Remainder , and mark the last Quote ; the given Fraction will reduce to a
Circulate, Pure or Mixt, whose Repetend has as many Places as the least number of p’s,
which is a Multiple of that last Quote ; and it begins after so many Decimal Places as are
express’d by the Index of the highest Power of 2 or 5, whichever cf them has the highest
Power involv’d in D.

Exa. 3

= . 030575238. and 420 = 2 X 2 X 5 X 1 X 71 out of which all the
2’s and 5’s being taken, there remains z x 7 = 21, and the least number of p’s, which is
a Multiple of this, is pppppp
N
Demon,
resolves
into a Circulate , becauseD has in it some other Prime than
2 or 5, [ Thsor. 8.] but again D being suppos’d to have in it some Power of 2 or 5, or of
both, may be represented thus ; D = A x 2", or A x
or A X 2" X 5“ [ which last
may represent all the Cases; for if the Index n or m is 0, that Factor is expuiig’d ] so that
A is a Number .which has in it no power of 2 or 5 ; Then is ^
Ax 2»
^ x
1
, .
r
but
being a Fraction whose Denominator has no Prime but 2
2s x
A2 "x 5
or 5, it is ( by Theor. 8 .) resolvable into a Determinate Decimal whose Denominator is
1or (r being — n or m, which soever of them is the greater) and may therefore be exprels d tiius, —
io r : Hence —D — — x —-r
10 s =

—-— — io r. Again ; —Aj— may be
N a
an Improper Fraction, but cannot be an Integer ; for, if it is, then
ior
is necessarily an Integer, or a determinate Decimal; either of which is impossible, because
is suppos’d to be such that it resolves into a Circulate : Wherefore A being a Number

l- A

not measurable either by 2 or 5,

if it ’s a proper Fraction, resolves into a Pure Cir¬
culate, whose Repetend begins immediately after the Point ( by Theor. 9 ). And if it’s
an improper Fraction , it resolves into a Mixt Circulate, whose Finite Part is an Integer,
and the other Part a pure Circulate ; and therefore the complete Quote is a Mixt Circulate
whose Repetend begins immediately after the Point. Now this Decimal Quote being
divided by ior (as ^ f -j- 10 r directs) it’s plain the Figures of it will not be chang’d ; on¬
ly the Decimal Point will be remov’d as many places to the left hand as there are
Units

Chap . 4.
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in r the
:
Effect of which is plainly this, that whereas the Repetend began immediately
after the Point , it begins now after so many places as r expresies; which is the tiling to be
shewn. Observe also, that as
makes a Pure or Mixt Circulate, so does
the rea¬
son of which is manifest; for in the first Cafe the Point is remov’d by setting only o’s on
the left hand of the Repetend ; and in the other Case the Integral part supplys all or some
of those places of o’s before the Repetend , and consequently makes a Mixt Circulate.

Problem

To

add

i.

Circulates.

Rule.
Make them all Similar, ( by Theor. 5 .) then take the Sum of the Repetends upon a separate Paper, and divide it by a Number consisting all tf p’s, as many as
the number of Places in the Repetend ; the remainder of the division is the Repetend of
the Sum, to be set under the Figures added, with o’s on the left hand if it has not as many
Places as the Repetends : The Quote is to be carried to the next Column, and the rest of ’
the Addition done by the common Rules.
Exam. 1.

2.

Ex . 2. reduced.

>453

3. 04

3. 0444

. c68

67 . 345

8. 456

6. 4566

8 . 621

23- 3738

'• 24

- 327
- 946

1 . 796

Ex.

2Z. 38
. 248

3.

Ex.

• 2484

. 8

Ex. 4 . reduced.

267 3456
.

267 - 445600

39 . 888888
.672727
307 . 907216

67 • 345454545
9 . 621621621
. 242424242
.888888888
78 . 098389298

33 - i2 34

Ex. 4.

Ex. 3. reduced.

Ex.

5.

.47836
.8725
• 3?

Ex. 5 . reduced.

. 47836000000

. 87157257257

• 39393939393
1 . 74487x96651

Explanation of the Examples.
,
Exa . 1. the Repetends are all upon one Figure in the same place, and their Sum
is 24, which contains two p’s, and 6 remaining ; and so 6 is set in that Sum as the Repe*jcnd, and 2 carried to the next Column. In Ex. 2d reduced to Similar Circulates whose
Repetends have rtvo Figures, the Sum of these Repetends is 232, which divided by 99,
the Quote is 2, and 34 remains, so that 34 is the Repetend of the Sum, and 2 is carried
next Column. In Ex. 3d reduced to Similars, the Sum of the Repetends is 2389296,
which divided by 999999 , the Quote is 2, and 389298 remains, which is the Repetend
0t 1
anc* 2 carried to the next Column. In Ex. 4th & 5th there is a finite Deci¬
mal, which is also reduced to the form of a Circulate by o’s annex’d to it, which, observe,
are
down only for Form fake, since they do not alter the Sum. And in such Examples
« the
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the Similar Repetends will always begin after the last Figure of that Finite Decimal which
has the greatest number of Decimal Places.
Observe also, That if the Repetend of the Sum consists of the fame Figure repeated
, the
true Repetend is but that one Figure ; as in the following Example , the Sum, according
to the preceding Rule , comes out . 822 , which is the fame thing as . 82
Es ample.

’ 3-0
- 475

. 822 — . 82
D e m o n . By Theorem 6f the Finite Value of a Pure Circulate is a Fraction whole
Numerator is the Repetend , and its Denominator a Number of as many Places of p“s,
with as many o ’s on the right as there are o’s betwixt the Point and R epetend . New let
the Similar Repetends .of several Circulates be added, their Sum is a Numerator ro the
common Denominafor , and this Fraction is the Value of the Sum of these Circulates. Call
the Numerator , or Sum of the Repetends ,

s,

and the Sum sought is — -— -— —
^
pp oCC
*x 10 &c»

=

—~ r~ of — 2—
so that the Sum sought is the Fraction — 2- — refer’d to an Unit
PP &C.
10 &C. ’
° pp
&c.
cf the Value of the Place next the Repetend on the left hand : Consequently as oft as the
Denominator pp &c. is contain ’d in the Numerator s, that Fraction is equal to so many
Units of the Value of that next place ; and the Remainder is the Numerator of a Fraction
having the fame common Denominator pp &c. and to be refer’d to an Unit of the lame
Place or Value : Wherefore ’tis evident that the remainder of the Division (of s7- - pp &c)
being placed as a Repetend in the fame places as the Repetend added ( supplying what pla¬
ces it wants with o ’s on the left hand) and the Quote being carried to the next place, the
rest of the places added in common form, we have the true Sum fought in all Cafes, whe¬
ther of Pure or Mis ’d Circulates.

Problem

2.

sultraB Circulates.

To

Rule.
_
jMake
the Subtrahend and Subtracter Similar Circulates, and subtract as
they were Finite Decimals : Then , if the Repetend of the Subtracter is a leffer Number
than that of the Subtrahend, the Figures in the remainder that stand under the given Re¬
petends (i . e. that are their Difference ) is the Repetend of the Difference sou'ght ; But
if the Repetepd of the Subtractoris greatest, subtract 1 from the Repetend of the remain¬
der, and the Figures that stand, after this 1 is subtracted, under the given Repetends , make
the Repetend of the difference.
Es

a.

1.

Ex,

2.

Ex.

3.

Ex.

4.

8 . 467"

24 . 384

. 427

4 - 37

•735

9 -072

• °34

- 17

1$ . 312

.391

4 . 20

7 .732

Chap. 4.
5-

Ex. 6.

XS.V. 7.

3-

. 742

3 - 8564

2 . 414

. 418

. 0382

* 3737

1 . 122

-

3 . 8181

. 0902
. 09

I . 12

it.
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These Examples are

or 3 . 81

.4637

so easily compared with the Rule , I shall not insist upon

Demon.
If
two pure Circulates are Similar, and if the lesser is to be
sub¬
tracted from the greater, the Reason of the Rule is manifest. But
in mixt Circulates
the Repetend of the Subtractor may be greater than
of the Subtrahend ; and in this
Case to follow common Rules, we should add the that
common Denominator of the Fi¬
nite Value of the Circulating Parts, ^vith relation to an Unit
of the place next the
Repetend , the common Denominator is §>9, &c. consisting of as
many p’s as the places
of the Repetend (as has been already explained ; ) But by
Subtracting
in the common
way, ’tis plain we do add 10, 8c . the o’s being as many as the
Places of the Repetend ;
now it’s evident, rthat if instead of pp, 0c . we add 100, 0c . (this
having as many o’s
as the other has p’s) we have added 1 too much ; and
therefore 1is to be taken from
the remainder according to the Rule ; the rest is obvious. So
in Ex. 3. the Repetend
having two Places, the Finite Values of the Circulate Parts are
— 'of . 1 and 21
99
99
of . 1 ; but 34 cannot be taken from 27, therefore I Subtract in
I do add 100 to the Repetend 27, which makes the remainder common Form , whereby
93 : But becauseI ihould
only have added 99, I take one from the remainder aud it is 92
; then because in Sub¬
tracting the Circulate Parts, 1 was borrowed from the next Place (
for we considered the
Circulate Parts as Fractions referred to an Unit of that next Place)
therefore x added
to the next Place of the Subtracter, and so the Work is carried
on.

Problem

3.

To Multiply Circulates.
Rule.
Express Circulates by their Finite Values, and then
of Vulgar Fractions, reducing and compleating the Answer as Multiply by the Rule
the Question requires:
And particularly, carry on the Division of the Product of the
by that of the
Denominators till o remain ; or till you come at a Repetend . Numerators
But if this does not soon
happen, then it may be left off at any place you please : But if you
are content to have
the Product in a Vulgar Fraction, you have it already
compleatly
in the Product of
the two Finite Values of the given Numbers.
The Reason of this Rule is manifest ; because it ’s
which is demonstrated in its place; fee the following reduced to that of Vulgar Fractions,
Examples.
Exam. 1 . To Multiply 8.47 by .68, having reduced the
first to its Finite Value it
is pO , which Multiplied by .68 or ~ produces —
Iw
'O
9000 which being reduced to a
Decimal , is 5.7648 as ^ in
Margin.
Fat the Divisor being
Q q q
9000

V.
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? 300, I first take off three places' from the Dividend , which is

76
6§

stOOO) 51 .884,

5.7848
0104

4578

dividing it .by X000 , then I divide this by 9 , which gives for a
quote 5.764 and 8 remains , to which 0 being prefixt, the next
Figure in the quote is 8, and 8 again remains , therefore
8 is repeated.

51884
Being reduced to their Finite Values they
6016
which being reduced to a Decimal is.
are and ~r whose Product is
po
900
All that needs be said as to the
3.500691358024
6916
Operation is, that in the Division of 31 .5062 by
283 .558.
4i
9, when we have got the quote so far as 3/5006
31 .5062
then to every succeeding Remainder the Repetend 2
6916
prefixt ; and so the Work is carried on , till there
is
3.5006- 135822
27664
is a Circulation as marked in the Example.

Exam. 2. To Multiply 7 .684 by -45 .

183556

Exm. 3 . To Multiply 65.723 by 4.6 ; the first reduced to its Finite Value is
equal to this Decimal
produces
by 4,6 or
^1588 wllich Multiplied
- • found thus : for the two o’s in the Denominator 990x10 I take
302 .3268 . which is
off two Places in the Numerator , and then divide by 99;
which gives for a quote 302 .32, and 68 remains , which
29930 .38
65066 99
2268
being — of an Unit of the Value of the last place of
4f
__
390396
302 .3268 the quote , is therefore to be placed after it as a Rcpe ->
260264
tend.
2993036

Observe: the dividing by 99 is here done by Case<. 2§ . Cb«p 6

Book

1 . with-

and
this difference only , that I have here placed the Figures of the Operation
nor
and
first,
the
under
Figure
quote
every
and
;
Dividend
also the quote below the
the last Figure of the Dividend , as is there done.

Exam. 4 . To Multiply 74-0367 by 4-75 5their Finite Values are
I ^ I1 ° 7 whose Product is ^QQ
^ Cj^Coo
*

73624 X 428 r= 31511072
then
9 31511 .072.

99

which reduced is 35 .365961840628507295173
For having taken three Places from the Pro¬
duct of the Numerators for the three o’s in
the Denominator ; I proceed to divide first by

3501 . 2302222222222222222222

36595x8306
6 4

and 4J_

8407 94 *7395
1
5

9 which quotes 3501.2302 and then I divide
by 99 , which gives the quote mentioned; for
it ’s plain, that having brought the Divisionso far as is here ses down, tire last remainder

LL'LL" H « p£f fe1Id's

lion : Wherefore all the Figures in the quote,
from the sixth which is 9, do Circulate.
S C H O t.
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. As this Pule is universal, so it is easily kept in mind, if you but
Scholium
remember the Rule for finding the Finite Value of Circulates ; nor is it much more
tedious than the Multiplication of Finite Decimals, considering how easily the Finite
Value of a Circulate is found ; and how easy it is to divide by their Denominators,
which consist all of p’s, or with o’s ; as the preceding Examples shew.
There are other Rules for this Multiplication, in some things different from the gene¬
ral Rule , but little or nothing easier or shorter in the Operation ; and therefore I
might reasonably pass them over. Yet that you may know the different ways of
managing Circulates, and chuse as you like best, I shall here also explain the Mul¬
tiplication of Circulates in two particular Cafes, in order to which ; mind that we call
that given Number the Multiplier which has fewest significant Figures.
Cafe 1 . The Multiplicand being a Circulate, and the Multiplier an Integer or Finite
Decimal, Simple or Mint.
Rule . Multiply by each Figure of the Multiplier, Thus ; take first the Product of
that Repetend (of the Multiplicand) and divide it by a Number consisting all of p’s, as
many as the Number of Places of the Repetend : Write down the remainder in the
Product, and carry the quote to the Product of the next Place, and go on with the other
Places in common Form : And observe that this remainder is a Repetend in every par¬
tial Product, and if it has not as many Places as the Divisor, or Repetend of the Mul¬
tiplicand, you must supply the Defect with o's on the left ; and in this State set it in
the Product as the Repetend . When you have thus got all the partial Products for every
Figure of the Multiplier ; make all rhe Repetends similar, which is done by drawing
them all out as far as the first ; then add them by ProM. x . the Sum is the Product sought,
in which set the Decimal Point according to the common Rule.
Ex. I.

2*

In this Ex. 2d. 23 X 6 — 138 which divided by
pp , quotes x and 39 remains ; therefore zp is the
Repetend of the Product, and 1 is carried to the next
4.6
Place, or to the Product 6x7, and so that Line is car¬
6782'
364339 ried on.
Again 23 X 4 = = 92 which divided by pp, the quote
2628929 is o, and p2 remains ; which is therefore the Repe¬
50866
tend of the Product, the rest of which is found by the
5.7648
302.3268 common Rule . But to make this similar to the other,
it’s reduced to 2p ; then in summing the two partial
Products, 3p - j- 2p — 68 being less than pp, is the Repetend of the Sum, and o
carried to the next Column.
8 . 47
. 68

65 -723

Ex. z.

52.7678
•

43

1583036

Here 678 x 3 = 2034 ; and this divided by ppp quotes 2, and 36
remains, therefore the Repetend of the Product is 036, and the quote
2 is’carried to the next Place. Again, 678 X 4 — 2712 which divi¬
ded by ppp quotes 2, and 714 remains, which is the Repetend of the
Product ; The rest of the Work is obvious.

21107x47
22.69018*3

H 4 Y2

Cafe
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The Multiplier being a Circulate, whatever the Multiplicand is. Rule. Take
the Finite Value of the Multiplier, and by its Numerator multiply the Multiplicand,
by the Method of Cafe i. then divide the Product,by the Denominator.
Cafe

2.

To Multiply 7.684 by .4.5 = dl
.

7.684
41

9°) Zi 5-Z6'2
•© 3.500691358024

768^

30737*7

the Product is 3.5006691358224 com¬
pare this with the Ex . 2. to the general
Rule , it is the same Example, and the
Answer the same. And the Reason and
Method of Operation being also obvious,
L shall insist no more upon it.
/

315.062
P R O B L E M 4-

To divide Circulates.
Rule.
Express
Vulgar Fractions.
Example. To

Circulates by their Finite Values, and then apply the Rule of

divide 22.692183 by 52.7678 ; being reduced to their Finite Values,

they are ~

and — ■ - »and the first being divided by the other quotes ^667493
999000
9990 '
^
52715100:
{for the two Denominators having 9990 as a common Factor, the quote is reduced tothis) whose Value in a Decimal is .45.
Scholium
. As Multiplication was explained in two particular Cafes differing',
from the general Rule , so may Division ; thus,
Cafe 1 . The Dividend being Circulate, but not the Divisor ; Rule. Divide
as they
were Finite Decimals, carrying on the Operation by applying the Repetend so oft till
either the Quote circulate ; or till you have a sufficient Number of Places : But because
in many Cases the Circulation of the Quote will not happen till after a very long Opera¬
tion , if you would have a compleat Quote, you must take. it by the preceding general.
Rule in a Vulgar Fraction.
Ex

a,

.68) 5.7648' (8.47

5 44

324
272
528.
A76'

5?

Exa. . . :
.
8) 46.5287 ( 5.81609 1,
40
65

tL
12
■8

42
->8
0072
72

oc8

8

T
In
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In Exa. x. the Repetend is 8 ; For the Quote haing brought to 847, the Remainder
is 52, which is the fame as the preceding Remainder ; to which the fame Repetend 8
being prefix’d, the same Quote 7 must continually come out.
In Exa- 2d, after one Period of the Repetend is employ’d, we come at this Quote
58160 ; but to come at a Circulation in the Quote, we -must proceed two Steps farther, by
employing again the fame Figures of the Repetend in order ; and after the two first, viz.
2 and 8, are used a second time, we have the same Remainder o which was upon the
third preceding Step, and therefore the fame Figures will repeat again, and so the Quote
is 5 . S16091
Cafe 2d. If the Divisor is a Circulate, whatever the Dividend is ; take the Finite Va¬
lue of the Divisor ; and by its Denominator multiply the Dividend, by Froli. zd, (either
by the general Rule or the particular Cafe i) ; then divide the Product by the Numerator
(according to the preceding Case, if that is Circulate) and you have the Quote sought.
Exa. x . To divide 5 . 7648 by 8 . 47 —
First I multiply 5. 7648 by 90, the
Product is 51 . 884 , which divided by 763 quotes . 68.
Exa. 2. To divide3 .500691358024 by 7 . 684.= I

multiply 3.50065?! 358024

by poo, the Product is-31.50 . 62, which divided by 6916 , quotes . 45

CHAP

. V.

Of Logarithms.,
D E F I N I T I O N.

£Ogar
.

contriv
’d

it him are
Numbers so
and
adapted to other Numbers that the Sums'
and Differences of the former correspond to, , and iliew, the Products and .Quotes of
the other, and also their Powers and Roots.
Sghox. 1 . This Definition expresses in general the Design and Use of the Num¬
bers call'd Logarithms ; but, for the more strict and etymological Sense of the Word Loga¬
rithm , and other Definitions deduced.from it more immediately, they will be better un¬
derstood after we havecxplain ’d.the Foundation of their Contrivance ; which you have.

in

this.

LEMMA

..

Take any Geometrical Progression of Numbers beginning with 1, whose second Term
call a , the Series is 1 ; a' : a* : a 1a*
: c: & . :
whereof every Term after 1 is
some Power of the second Term a, their Indexes being a Series in Arithmetical Progres¬
sion, which express the Distances of the several Terms after 1.
From the nature of this Geometrical Series, and what has been explain d in Book z,
1 beor. 6, 7,8 , these Consequences,are manifest, viz.

COROLLARIES.
ijt. The
Product or Quote of any two Terms is a?so a Term of the Se¬
ries whose Index ( or Distance after 1) is the Sum or Difference of the Indexes of these
two Terms . Exam . a* X
= sP. a 1 -ft a 3 =r a\ Universally, an
— an + m,
an - n
id.

Any

